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Midbody and primary cilium of neural progenitors
release extracellular membrane particles enriched
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xpansion of the neocortex requires symmetric
divisions of neuroepithelial cells, the primary
progenitor cells of the developing mammalian
central nervous system. Symmetrically dividing neuroepithelial cells are known to form a midbody at their
apical (rather than lateral) surface. We show that apical
midbodies of neuroepithelial cells concentrate prominin-1
(CD133), a somatic stem cell marker and deﬁning constituent of a speciﬁc plasma membrane microdomain.
Moreover, these apical midbodies are released, as a
whole or in part, into the extracellular space, yielding

the prominin-1–enriched membrane particles found
in the neural tube ﬂuid. The primary cilium of neuroepithelial cells also concentrates prominin-1 and appears
to be a second source of the prominin-1–bearing extracellular membrane particles. Our data reveal novel origins
of extracellular membrane trafﬁc that enable neural
stem and progenitor cells to avoid the asymmetric inheritance of the midbody observed for other cells and,
by releasing a stem cell membrane microdomain, to
potentially inﬂuence the balance of their proliferation
versus differentiation.

Introduction
The midbody is a transient structure formed during the final
stage of cell division (Glotzer, 2001; Otegui et al., 2005). Its
main cytoplasmic components are the constricted actomyosinbased contractile ring and microtubule bundles derived from the
central spindle (Mullins and McIntosh, 1982; Glotzer, 2001).
Often in association with these two scaffolds, numerous proteins involved in cytoskeletal organization, cytokinesis, cell cycle regulation, and signaling are concentrated at the midbody
(Glotzer, 2001; Schweitzer and D’Souza-Schorey, 2004; Skop
et al., 2004; Otegui et al., 2005). Two principal membrane structures exist at the midbody—the plasma membrane, which corresponds to that of the cleavage furrow, and cytoplasmic
membrane vesicles of biosynthetic and endocytic origin, which
fuse with the plasma membrane for abscission, the terminal step
of cytokinesis (Glotzer, 2001; Low et al., 2003; Schweitzer and
D’Souza-Schorey, 2004; Gromley et al., 2005; Matheson et al.,
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2005; Otegui et al., 2005). Beyond abscission, little is known
about membrane traffic events involving the midbody.
As for the midbody, microtubule bundles are key cytoskeletal elements of primary cilia (Pazour and Witman, 2003;
Snell et al., 2004; Praetorius and Spring, 2005). However, in
contrast to the midbody, which forms during M phase, primary
cilia are plasma membrane protrusions of interphase and postmitotic cells (Pazour and Witman, 2003; Quarmby and Parker,
2005). Primary cilia have emerged as important structures that
function like an antenna and have a key role in signaling to the
cell interior, including the regulation of cell cycle progression
(Snell et al., 2004; Hildebrandt and Otto, 2005; Huangfu and
Anderson, 2005; Pan et al., 2005; Quarmby and Parker, 2005;
Tanaka et al., 2005; Hirokawa et al., 2006; Scholey and Anderson,
2006). Considerable progress has been made with regard to transport of proteins within the cilium (Rosenbaum and Witman,
2002; Scholey and Anderson, 2006). However, the dynamics of
the ciliary plasma membrane, specifically in the context of the
disappearance of the primary cilium before, and its reformation
after, M phase, have not been resolved.
Neuroepithelial (NE) cells are the primary progenitor
cells of the mammalian central nervous system. They are polarized along their apical–basal axis, and the orientation of the
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only few, if any, microvilli (Marzesco et al., 2005), raising the
possibility that NE cell structures other than microvilli give rise
to P4 particles.
Prom1, the characteristic membrane constituent of the
P2 and P4 particles, has intriguing features. First, prom1,
also called CD133 (Fargeas et al., 2003), is not only found on
NE cells but is widely expressed by many somatic stem cells
(Weigmann et al., 1997; Yin et al., 1997; Corbeil et al., 2001; Lee
et al., 2005; Fargeas et al., 2006). Second, being a pentaspan
membrane protein, prom1 is the defining constituent of a specific, cholesterol-based membrane microdomain that is characteristic of various types of plasmalemmal protrusions exhibiting
substantial membrane curvature (Weigmann et al., 1997; Röper
et al., 2000; Corbeil et al., 2001). Collectively, these findings
imply that the release of the prom1 particles into the neural tube
fluid would be a means of not only reducing the size of the apical membrane of NE cells but also modifying its composition
by depleting a stem cell–characteristic membrane microdomain.
Here, we show that prom1 is concentrated at apical midbodies
of symmetrically dividing NE cells and, after the onset of neurogenesis, on primary cilia, and that these NE cell surface structures are the sites of origin of extracellular prom1 particles.

Results
Release of prom1 particles from the apical
surface of NE cells

We focused on the neuroepithelium as a source of prom1 particles because the neural tube fluid of the mouse embryo has
previously been shown to contain both P2 and P4 membrane
particles (Marzesco et al., 2005) and NE cells express prom1 on
their lumenal surface (Weigmann et al., 1997). To investigate
the formation of the prom1 particles, a mouse prom1-GFP fusion protein was expressed in the embryonic chick spinal cord
neuroepithelium, which is structurally very similar to the mouse
neuroepithelium, but a simpler experimental system (Krull,
2004). Prom1-GFP was expressed at Hamburger and Hamilton
(HH) stage 10–11 and analyzed 24 h later (HH17), i.e., at the
onset of neurogenesis. Remarkably, prom1-GFP was not only
concentrated at the apical surface of the transfected side of the
neuroepithelium (Fig. 1, A, C, and D, open arrow) but also detected as punctate structures at the surface of the contralateral,
untransfected side of the neuroepithelium (Fig. 1, C and D,
arrowheads). Higher magnification revealed that the punctate
structures had a ring-like appearance (Fig. 1, C and D, insets),
as previously reported for the P2 particles enriched in prom1
(Marzesco et al., 2005). In contrast to prom1-GFP, monomeric
red fluorescent protein (mRFP), which was cotransfected with
prom1-GFP, remained confined to the transfected side of the
neuroepithelium (Fig. 1, B and D). These observations suggested that the prom1-GFP particles associated with the contralateral neuroepithelium originated from the transfected side by
some transfer of membrane.
To explore this possibility, prom1-GFP was expressed in
the chick spinal cord (HH10–11), and slice cultures prepared
24 h later were analyzed by time-lapse confocal imaging. This
revealed the presence of pleiomorphic prom1-GFP particles in
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cleavage plane relative to this axis determines whether division
is symmetric or asymmetric (Götz and Huttner, 2005). NE cells
initially increase in number by symmetric divisions, in which
cleavage occurs precisely along their apical–basal axis, bisecting the apical plasma membrane domain (hereafter referred to
as the apical membrane) of the dividing cell and thus distributing it equally to both daughters (Chenn and McConnell, 1995;
Kosodo et al., 2004; Götz and Huttner, 2005). At the onset of
neurogenesis, NE cells switch to asymmetric divisions, in which
the orientation of the cleavage plane deviates from the apical–
basal axis, resulting in the apical membrane being bypassed by
the cleavage furrow and hence being inherited by only one of
the daughter cells, which thus remains neuroepithelial, in contrast to its sister, which adopts a neuronal fate (Kosodo et al.,
2004; Götz and Huttner, 2005). Concomitant with this switch,
NE cells reduce the size of their apical membrane (Kosodo
et al., 2004). It is unknown whether this reduction is solely
achieved by down-regulation of apical biosynthetic transport
(Aaku-Saraste et al., 1997) or involves additional dynamics of
the apical membrane.
Extracellular membrane vesicles and their origin in
eukaryotic cells have received increasing attention. We recently
reported the existence in the lumen of the neural tube of two
novel classes of extracellular membrane particles that bear a
marker of the apical membrane of NE cells, prominin-1 (prom1;
Marzesco et al., 2005), which will be collectively referred to as
prom1 particles herein. One class consists of small (50–80 nm)
electron-translucent vesicles, referred to as P4 particles. The
other class comprises relatively large (0.5–1 μm) electron-dense
particles, referred to as P2 particles, on which prom1 often appears to be distributed in a ring-like fashion. Importantly, the P4
particles were found to be distinct from the similar-size exosomes (Marzesco et al., 2005), the internal vesicles of multivesicular bodies that are released into the extracellular space by
exocytosis (Stoorvogel et al., 2002; Théry et al., 2002; Février
and Raposo, 2004). Likewise, the P2 particles appear to be morphologically distinct from the recently reported 0.3–5-μm nodal
vesicular parcels implicated in left–right determination (Tanaka
et al., 2005).
Given the presence of apical membrane constituents in the
P2 and P4 particles (Marzesco et al., 2005), their release would
be a means of reducing the size of the apical membrane of NE
cells as these cells switch from symmetric to asymmetric division during brain development (Kosodo et al., 2004). Consistent
with this possibility, P2 and P4 particles accumulate in the neural tube fluid before (P2) and during (P4) the onset of neurogenesis, and both types of particles decrease as neurogenesis
progresses (Marzesco et al., 2005). It is therefore important to
identify the subcellular sites from which P2 and P4 particles
originate. Although the origin of P2 particles has been enigmatic, microvilli have been considered the likely source of P4
particles (Marzesco et al., 2005), given that microvilli may give
rise to small extracellular membrane vesicles (Hobbs, 1980;
Beaudoin and Grondin, 1991) and that the P4 particle constituent
prom1 is concentrated on microvilli of NE cells (Weigmann
et al., 1997). However, at the onset of neurogenesis, when the P4
particles accumulate in the neural tube fluid, most NE cells bear

the lumen of the neural tube that rapidly passed through the
field of observation (Video 1, available at http://www.jcb.org/
cgi/content/full/jcb.200608137/DC1). Despite the dynamic
movement of these particles, their generation from the apical
surface of the transfected NE cells could be captured in some
cases with the present experimental setup (Fig. 1, E–Z). In these
instances, prom1-GFP appeared to concentrate within the apical
membrane, followed by release of a particle from the surface of
the transfected NE cell (Fig. 1, E–N and P–Y; and Videos 1 and 2).
After its release, the prom1-GFP particle quickly disappeared
from the imaged field (Fig. 1, O and Z; and Videos 1 and 2).
Interestingly, a released particle appeared to be able to enter the
contralateral neuroepithelium (Fig. 1, U–Y and U’). We conclude that prom1 particles are released from the apical surface
of NE cells into the neural tube lumen.
The midbody as a candidate donor
membrane for prom1 particles

To identify the sites of origin of the prom1 particles, we explored the possibility that these particles may originate from
microtubule-based plasma membrane protrusions. The rationale
for this was that prom1 is known to be concentrated in plasma
membrane protrusions (Weigmann et al., 1997; Corbeil et al.,
2001), but the majority of the prom1 particles in the neural tube
fluid lack actin (Marzesco et al., 2005). Indeed, upon differential centrifugation of embryonic day (E) 11.5 mouse neural tube
fluid followed by immunoblotting, the P2 pellet, in which most of

the large prom1 particles are known to be recovered (Marzesco
et al., 2005), showed a striking enrichment of α-tubulin (Fig. 2 A).
Consistent with this, double immunofluorescence of the prom1
particles in the lumen of the telencephalic ventricles revealed
that a substantial fraction of them (57 ± 11%) contained
α-tubulin, which appeared to be concentrated in the center of
the ring-like prom1 staining (Fig. 2 B). Double immunogold
EM of the P2 pellet corroborated this conclusion (Fig. 2 E) and
revealed, for the E10.5 telencephalon, α-tubulin inside electrondense structures that showed prom1 labeling at their surface and
that appeared to be detached (or at least emerging) from the apical surface of the neuroepithelium (Fig. 2, C and D).
In light of these observations, we considered as putative
donor membranes for the lumenal prom1 particles two apical
membrane structures of NE cells that are known to be associated with clusters of microtubules, the cilium (Pazour and
Witman, 2003; Praetorius and Spring, 2005) and the midbody, a
cytoplasmic bridge connecting nascent daughter cells until the
completion of cytokinesis (Glotzer, 2001; Otegui et al., 2005).
EM of serial plastic sections of apical midbodies of dividing NE
cells in the mouse E10.5 telencephalon yielded three principal
results. First, we observed membrane buds of various sizes
emerging from midbodies, as well as vesicular profiles in their
immediate vicinity (Fig. 3, A, D, and E, arrowheads; and Fig.
S4, A and B, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/
jcb.200608137/DC1), consistent with extracellular membrane
vesicles arising from midbodies.
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Figure 1. Release of prom1-GFP–bearing
particles from the apical surface of NE cells.
Chick spinal cord (HH10–11) was coelectroporated with prom1-GFP and mRFP and analyzed 24 h later. (A–D) Transverse cryosection
of ﬁxed spinal cord analyzed by conventional
ﬂuorescence microscopy. DAPI is in blue, mRFP
is in red, and prom1-GFP is in green. (A) Lowmagniﬁcation overview. (B–D) Higher magniﬁcation of mRFP (B) and prom1-GFP (C)
ﬂuorescence in the area indicated by the white
square in A; the merge in D includes the DAPI
staining of nuclei. The top half of the images
(i.e., above the dashed line) has been contrast
enhanced for mRFP and prom1-GFP to facilitate detection of the prom1-GFP–bearing particles at the apical surface of, and within, the
nontransfected, contralateral side of the neuroepithelium (arrowheads). The open arrow indicates the apical surface of transfected side of
the neuroepithelium. The insets show a higher
magniﬁcation of the prom1-GFP–bearing particle indicated by the arrowheads with asterisks.
(E–Z) Slice cultures were subjected to timelapse confocal imaging of prom1-GFP, using
either 35-s (E–O) or 60-s (P–Z) intervals. The
time points shown are indicated in the bottom
left corner of each panel (in seconds). Selected
single optical sections, following the prom1GFP–bearing particle (arrowheads) through
the z stack, are shown. The apical surface of
the transfected side of the neuroepithelium is
up. In E, note the basal position of the nucleus
of the NE cell releasing the prom1-GFP–bearing
particle. (F–O and Q–Z) Higher magniﬁcation of the area indicated by the white rectangle in E and P, respectively. (L’ and U’) Overlay of the DIC image
and the prom1-GFP ﬂuorescence (green) corresponding to L and U, respectively; note the localization of the prom1-GFP–bearing particle in the lumen of
the neural tube (L’) and in the contralateral neuroepithelium (U’). Bars: (A) 20 μm; (D and E) 10 μm; (P, O, Z, L’, and U’) 5 μm.
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Second, although certain midbodies showed the typical
ordered array of microtubules and could be identified as such in
single sections (Fig. 3 A), others showed the same morphological appearance as the previously observed pleiomorphic protuberances (Marzesco et al., 2005) and could only be identified as
a midbody upon serial sectioning (Fig. 3, B–E; and Fig. S4 B).
In the case of the latter midbodies, an ordered array of microtubules was less obvious (Fig. 3, C and E), and the texture of the
cytoplasm in the core region appeared more heterogeneous,
showing more electron-dense areas (usually in the cortical
region) as well as less condensed patches (Fig. 3, C and E).
4 of 13
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Moreover, these midbodies were usually observed on NE daughter
cells that appeared to have entered G1 by morphological criteria, such as (1) the presence of a cilium, which is known to be
disassembled during M phase (Hinds and Ruffett, 1971; Cohen
et al., 1988; Pazour and Witman, 2003; Quarmby and Parker,
2005) and to reform thereafter (Fig. S4 B), (2) an elongated cell
shape (Fig. 1, E and P; and not depicted), and (3) an abventricular position of the nucleus (Fig. 1, E and P; Fig. S4 A; Hinds
and Ruffett, 1971). Given this temporal relationship, we will
refer to these as “aged” midbodies.
Third, we observed pleiomorphic membrane structures
that, as revealed by serial sectioning, were clearly detached
from the apical surface of NE cells, but whose morphology was
otherwise similar to that of the core of aged midbodies (Fig. 3,
F–H). As these detached membrane structures were reminiscent
in appearance of the P2 particles in the neural tube lumen (Fig.
2, C and D; Fig. S2, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/
full/jcb.200608137/DC1; Marzesco et al., 2005), our observations collectively suggest that the latter particles may originate
from the midbody.
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Figure 2. Prom1 particles contain 𝛂-tubulin. (A) Neural tube ﬂuid of
E11.5 mouse embryos was subjected to differential centrifugation
(Marzesco et al., 2005) followed by immunoblot analysis of the fractions
for α-tubulin. P1, 300-g pellet; P2, 1,200-g pellet; P3, 10,000-g pellet; P4,
100,000-g pellet; S4, 100,000-g supernatant. (B) Transverse cryosection
of E10.5 mouse telencephalon double immunostained for prom1 (red) and
α-tubulin (green) and analyzed by confocal microscopy; four examples
of prom1 particles in the lumen of the telencephalic ventricle are shown
(z-stack projection). (C and D) Transverse ultrathin cryosections of the apical
region of mouse E10.5 telencephalic NE cells immunogold labeled for
prom1 (5 nm) and α-tubulin (12 nm) showing two doubly immunoreactive
particles at the lumenal surface. (E) Negative staining of a particle from the
P2 pellet after immunogold labeling for prom1 (5 nm) and acetylated tubulin (12 nm). Bars: (B) 1 μm; (C–E) 100 nm.

Figure 3. Ultrastructural resemblance of lumenal particles to aged
midbodies of NE cells. EM analysis of serial ultrathin (70 nm) plastic
sections of the apical surface of E10.5 mouse telencephalic neuroepithelium. (A) Midbody connecting NE daughter cells in telophase. (B–D)
Series showing every other section of an aged midbody. (E) Midbody
of an NE cell that has relocated the centriole (arrow) apically. (F–H) Series showing every third section of an electron-dense particle detached
from the apical surface of the neuroepithelium. Arrowheads indicate
plasma membrane buds and protrusions, and asterisks indicate adherens junctions. The complete sequence of serial sections from which A,
E, and F–H were selected is shown in Fig. S4 (A–C), respectively (available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200608137/DC1).
Bars, 500 nm.

Figure 4. Prom1 is concentrated at the midbody of NE cells. Mouse embryonic forebrain
was subjected to preembedding immunogold labeling for prom1 (10 nm gold) followed by EM analysis of ultrathin serial
plastic sections. Apical midbodies of NE
cells at E8.5 (A–E), E10.5 (H–J), and E12.5
(F and G) are shown. (B and C) The central
portion of the midbody with long, thin stalks
depicted in B is shown at higher magniﬁcation of a consecutive section in C. (D and E)
Consecutive sections showing the central
portion of another midbody with long, thin
stalks. (G–I) Midbodies with short stalks. (J)
Particle at the apical surface of a neuroephithelial cell. Black arrowheads indicate
prom1-labeled plasma membrane buds and
protrusions, gray arrowheads indicate detached particles, solid arrows indicate midbody plasma membrane facing the lumenal
side, and open arrows indicate midbody
plasma membrane derived from cleavage
furrow. Bars: (A and C–J) 100 nm; (B) 1 μm.

If P2 particles originate from the midbody, one would expect
prom1 to be concentrated there. Immunogold labeling EM
showed that this was indeed the case. Specifically, prom1 was
clustered at the surface of the electron-dense central portion of
the midbody (Fig. 4, A and F). Remarkably, prom1 labeling was
particularly strong at buds emerging from the central midbody
plasma membrane (Fig. 4, C, D, and G, arrowheads).
Comparison of various embryonic stages revealed that
midbodies in which the electron-dense central region was connected to the daughter cells via relatively short stalks were
observed both before (E8.5; Fig. 4 A) and after (E12; Fig. 4, F, G,
and I) the onset of neurogenesis in the telencephalon, whereas
midbodies with long, thin stalks (Fig. 4 B) were only detected at
an early stage (E8.5). Prom1 immunolabeling of the various
midbodies yielded three observations worth noting. First, in the
case of short midbodies with an ordered array of microtubules,
prom1 was mostly detected on the plasma membrane domain
facing the lumen (Fig. 4, A and F, solid arrows), rather than on
the membrane domain derived from the cleavage furrow (open
arrows). This is consistent with the former midbody plasma
membrane domain corresponding to the prom1-bearing, apical
membrane of the mother cell. Second, in the case of aged midbodies, which had short or long stalks, prom1 appeared to surround the central core (Fig. 4, C–E), suggesting that midbody
aging is accompanied by membrane microdomain redistribution. Third, in the case of the long, thin midbodies, prom1 was
confined to the very central portion (Fig. 4, B and E), indicating
that this represented a distinct membrane subdomain.
In addition, the immunogold labeling of the apical surface
of the neuroepithelium revealed that small (30–60-nm diameter)
membrane buds with clustered prom1 were observed not only
on the central portion of the midbody (Fig. 4, C–E and H) but

also on relatively large (1-μm diameter) structures detached
from, but nonetheless in the vicinity of, the apical surface of NE
cells (Fig. 4, G and J, gray arrowheads). This suggests that the
small (50–80 nm) P4 prom1 particles in the neural tube fluid
(Marzesco et al., 2005) may originate not only from apical
membrane protrusions of NE cells such as microvilli (Marzesco
et al., 2005; for cilia, see Fig. 7) but also from the larger P2
prom1 particles in the neural tube lumen that in turn have originated from the midbody of NE cells.
Prom1 particles contain anillin, a component
of the midbody

A characteristic component of the midbody is anillin, an actinbinding protein associated with the contractile ring (Field and
Alberts, 1995; Oegema et al., 2000). If the prom1 particles
found in the neural tube fluid arise from the midbody, one might
expect them to contain anillin. Indeed, double immunogold
labeling of E10.5 telencephalic NE cells revealed that not only
apical midbodies contained anillin (in addition to prom1; Fig.
5 A), but also the prom1 particles that had detached from the apical surface (Fig. 5 B) and could be isolated from the neural tube
fluid (Fig. 5 C, arrowheads). By double immunofluorescence, a
substantial portion (39 ± 8%) of the prom1 particles in the
lumen of the E10.5 telencephalic ventricle contained anillin
(Fig. 5 F). Furthermore, the vast majority of anillin-positive
structures at the apical surface of the E11.5 telencephalic neuroepithelium also contained prom1 (Fig. 5 D, arrowheads), although
within each structure, the distribution of the two markers relative to one another was distinct (Fig. 5 E). These findings corroborate our conclusion that prom1 particles in the neural tube
fluid arise from the midbody of NE cells.
Given these observations with fixed samples, we performed time-lapse confocal imaging of live dividing NE cells in
slice culture after expression of GFP-anillin in the chick spinal
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concentrated in particles that formed at the apical surface of
the dividing cell at the end of cytokinesis. These apical GFPanillin–containing particles eventually disappeared from the
daughter cells, consistent with them being released into the
neural tube lumen.
Apical midbodies and symmetric versus
asymmetric divisions of NE cells

cord (Fig. S1 and Video 3, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/
content/full/jcb.200608137/DC1). This revealed that after its
release from the nucleoplasm into the cytoplasm upon nuclear
envelope breakdown, GFP-anillin clustered at the basal pole of
the cell body, associated with the contractile ring, and became
6 of 13
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Figure 5. Anillin is present not only in prom1-bearing midbodies but also
in prom1-bearing lumenal particles. (A and B) Transverse ultrathin cryosections of the apical surface of E10.5 mouse telencephalic neuroepithelium
double immunogold labeled for prom1 (5 nm) and anillin (10 nm; white
arrowheads). Doubly immunoreactive midbody (A) and particle at the apical surface of the neuroepithelium (B). Black arrowheads indicate prom1labeled regions at the lumenal plasma membrane of the midbody. (C)
Double immunogold labeling for prom1 (5 nm) and anillin (10 nm; white
arrowheads) of a particle from the P2 pellet of E11.5 neural tube ﬂuid. (D–F)
Transverse cryosections of E11.5 (D and E) and E10.5 (F) mouse telencephalon double immunostained for prom1 (red) and anillin (green) and
analyzed by confocal microscopy. (D and E) Z-stack projection providing
an en face view onto the apical surface of the neuroepithelium; for orientation, the DAPI staining of nuclei (blue) is shown for one of the optical sections in D. (E) Selected regions of D (indicated by arrowheads) at higher
magniﬁcation. (F) Four examples of prom1-bearing particles in the lumen
of the telencephalic ventricle (z-stack projection). Bars: (A–C) 100 nm; (D)
10 μm; (F) 1 μm.

It has previously been reported that, depending on whether an
NE cell undergoes symmetric or asymmetric division, the cleavage furrow ingressing from the basal side will either bisect or
bypass the apical membrane, resulting in its inheritance by both
or only one of the daughter cells, respectively (Kosodo et al.,
2004). A corollary of this is that in a symmetric division, the
midbody contains apical membrane, whereas in an asymmetric
division, it does not. In light of the present findings, we extended
previous observations related to this issue (Kosodo et al.,
2004) and systematically determined the localization of midbodies relative to the apical, prom1-containing membrane of
telophase NE cells. This analysis was performed in Tis21-GFP
knockin mouse embryos, in which GFP is specifically expressed
in NE cells undergoing neurogenic (rather than proliferative)
divisions (Haubensak et al., 2004); neurogenic (Tis21-GFP–
positive) divisions at the ventricular surface are predominantly
(but not exclusively) asymmetric, whereas proliferative (Tis21GFP–negative) divisions are nearly always symmetric (Kosodo
et al., 2004).
Our first approach was double-immunofluorescence analysis for anillin versus prom1 localization in E11.5 forebrain NE
cells in telophase. Fig. 6 (A–E) shows an example of the frequently observed cases of an anillin-labeled midbody being
colocalized with prom1, which is consistent with the results of
Figs. 4 and 5; the corresponding NE cell lacked Tis21-GFP
expression (Fig. 6 A) and, hence, most probably underwent a proliferative division. Fig. 6 (F–J), in contrast, shows an example
of the fewer cases of an anillin-labeled midbody being located
just underneath the ventricular surface and lacking prom1; here,
the corresponding NE cell showed Tis21-GFP expression (Fig.
6 F), i.e., underwent a neurogenic division. These data on anillin
versus prom1 localization were corroborated by 3D reconstruction (Fig. 6, E′ and J′).
Further support for the notion that the release of midbodies containing apical, prom1-enriched membrane is characteristic of NE cells undergoing symmetric, proliferative division
was obtained when we identified the apical membrane of single
mitotic NE cells by counterstaining for the lateral membrane
protein cadherin (Kosodo et al., 2004). Specifically, we determined by double-immunofluorescence analysis of E11.5 forebrain NE cells in telophase whether an anillin-labeled midbody
was colocalized with the cadherin “hole” (Kosodo et al., 2004),
i.e., the apical membrane, or with the lateral membrane including the cadherin-stained adherens junction. Fig. 6 (K–O) and
the 3D reconstruction (Fig. 6 O’) show an example of an anillinlabeled midbody being colocalized with the cadherin hole (apical midbody); together with the lack of Tis21-GFP expression
(Fig. 6 K), this indicated that the corresponding NE cell underwent a symmetric, proliferative division. In contrast, Fig. 6 (P–T)

and the 3D reconstruction (Fig. 6 T′) show an example of an
anillin-labeled midbody being colocalized with the cadherinstained adherens junction (subapical midbody); together with
the presence of (albeit weak) Tis21-GFP expression (Fig. 6 P),
this indicated that the corresponding NE cell underwent an
asymmetric, neurogenic division.
We quantified the localization of the midbody relative to
the apical versus lateral membrane of telophase NE cells in the
forebrain at three developmental stages (Fig. 6 U). After the
onset of neurogenesis (E11.5) through midneurogenesis (E14.5),
90% of NE cell divisions at the ventricular surface were symmetric and 10% asymmetric. (Consistent with previous observations [Kosodo et al., 2004], some of these symmetric divisions
were Tis21-GFP positive [Fig. 6 U, green].) In contrast, before
the onset of neurogenesis (E9.5), essentially all anillin-labeled
midbodies were localized to the cadherin hole and none of the
NE cells yet expressed Tis21-GFP, consistent with the notion
that at this stage all NE cells undergo symmetric, proliferative
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Figure 6. Localization of anillin relative to prom1 and
cadherin in Tis21-GFP–negative versus –positive mitotic NE
cells. (A–T) Transverse cryosections of E11.5 forebrain of
Tis21-GFP knockin mice (GFP expression; white) double
immunostained for anillin (green) and either prom1 (A–J; red)
or cadherin (K–T; red) and analyzed by confocal microscopy (C–E, H–J, M–O, and R–T, single optical sections;
A, B, F, G, K, L, P, and Q, projection of four consecutive optical
sections). Nuclei are stained by DAPI (blue). White asterisks
indicate telophase nuclei of daughter cells. Small white bars
in M, O, R, and T indicate cadherin hole. (A–E and K–O)
Telophase NE cells lacking Tis21-GFP expression and undergoing symmetric division (anillin colocalized with prom1
and cadherin hole upon 90–100% complete ingression of
the cleavage furrow). (F–J and P–T) Telophase NE cells
showing strong (F) or weak (P) Tis21-GFP expression and
undergoing asymmetric division (anillin distinct from prom1
and colocalized with cadherin upon 90–100% complete ingression of the cleavage furrow). (E’, J’, O’, and T’) 3D reconstruction from six to eight 1-μm optical sections showing
the prom1–anillin–DAPI merge of the symmetrically dividing
Tis21-GFP–negative cell in E (E’), the asymmetrically dividing Tis21-GFP–positive cell in J (J’), the cadherin–anillin–
DAPI merge of the symmetrically dividing Tis21-GFP–negative
cell in O (O’), and the asymmetrically dividing Tis21-GFP–
positive cell in T (T’). White and black arrows in O’ and T’,
respectively, indicate the cadherin hole. (U) Quantitation of
anillin-stained apical midbodies in symmetrically versus
asymmetrically dividing NE cells. Forebrain NE cells of
E9.5, E11.5, and E14.5 Tis21-GFP knockin mice were double immunostained for cadherin and anillin and analyzed
by confocal microscopy as in K–T. Telophase NE cells
showing 90–100% complete ingression of the cleavage
furrow (25 out of 54 cells analyzed) were ﬁrst scored
for colocalization of the apical anillin staining with either
cadherin-negative (symmetric division) or cadherin-positive
(asymmetric division) segments of the cell surface and then
for the absence or presence of Tis21-GFP expression. Symmetrically dividing NE cells are expressed as a percentage
of symmetrically dividing plus asymmetrically dividing cells;
the percentage of symmetrically dividing Tis21-GFP–positive
cells is indicated in green. Bar, 5 μm.

divisions and the midbodies released from these cells contain
apical membrane, accounting for the accumulation of the P2
prom1 particles in the neural tube fluid before neurogenesis
(Marzesco et al., 2005).
Prom1 appears on cilia of NE cells
with neurogenesis

Besides the midbody, cilia are microtubule-based protrusions of
the plasma membrane (Pazour and Witman, 2003; Praetorius
and Spring, 2005). Given that NE cells are known to bear a
primary cilium on their apical surface (Hinds and Ruffett, 1971;
Cohen et al., 1988), and the presence of α-tubulin in the P2-type
prom1 particles in the lumen of the neural tube (Fig. 2), we
investigated whether prom1 is associated with the cilia of NE
cells. Transmission EM analysis of mouse forebrain neuroepithelium subjected to preembedding immunogold labeling for
prom1 showed that at E8.5, i.e., before the onset of neurogenesis,
most (if not all) cilia lacked prom1 (Fig. 7 A). In contrast, at
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Figure 7. Prom1 is concentrated on cilia of NE cells. Mouse
forebrain was subjected to preembedding immunogold labeling for prom1 (10 nm gold) followed by EM analysis of ultrathin plastic sections. (A) A cilium at E8.5 showing weak
labeling (arrows). (B–F) Cilia at E10.5 (B and C), E12.5
(D and F), or E13.5 (E) showing different degrees of surface
labeling; note the cluster of prom1 at the tip of the cilium in
D and E (arrowheads). (G and H) Short cilia at E12.5 with
strongly prom1-labeled electron-dense particles in their immediate vicinity. (I) Scanning EM of prom1-labeled E10.5 telencephalic ventricular surface; gold particles (18 nm) appear as
white dots. Gold-labeled cilia (arrowheads), cup-shaped
structures (open arrows), and a strongly immunoreactive protrusion (solid arrow) are indicated. Bars: (A–H) 100 nm; (I) 1 μm.

Discussion
Release of apical midbodies of NE cells
as P2 prom1 particles

We report a novel role of the midbody and primary cilium, the
removal of a stem cell–characteristic membrane microdomain
from somatic stem and progenitor cells via the release of extracellular membrane particles. Our study shows that apical midbodies of NE cells are the source of the P2 particles in the
neural tube lumen that show a ring-like prom1 immunostaining
(Marzesco et al., 2005). The evidence includes (1) the resemblance in overall morphology between the electron-dense particles in the neural tube lumen (Fig. 3, F–H) and the central
portion of apical midbodies (Fig. 3, B–E); (2) the enrichment of
tubulin, which is known to be particularly concentrated in the
central portion of the midbody (Mullins and McIntosh, 1982;
Fig. 2 C), in the P2 particles (Fig. 2, A, B, and E); (3) the presence of anillin, a marker of the midbody (Oegema et al., 2000;
Fig. 5), in the P2 particles; and (4) the clustering of prom1 at the
8 of 13
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central portion of the midbody plasma membrane (Fig. 4). In
fact, the ring-like appearance of the prom1-stained P2 particles
in the neural tube lumen (Marzesco et al., 2005; Fig. 1, C and D;
Fig. 2 B; and Fig. 5 F) is strikingly reminiscent of the midbody
ring (Gromley et al., 2005). Considering the midbody ring
structure and the present observations together, we suggest that
the P2 particles in the neural tube lumen showing ring-like
prom1 staining reflect the release of the central portion of
apical midbodies from NE cells into the ventricular fluid (Fig.
8 B, pathway 1).
The fate of the midbody after completion of cytokinesis,
including its possible release, has been discussed in previous
EM studies on NE and other cells (Buck and Tidsale, 1962a,b;
Robbins and Gonatas, 1964; Allenspach and Roth, 1967; Jones,
1969; Bancroft and Bellairs, 1975; Bellairs and Bancroft, 1975;
Mullins and Biesele, 1977; Nagele and Lee, 1979). However,
conclusive evidence showing that a midbody is actually detached
from both daughter cells, which requires serial sectioning
transmission EM, has so far been provided in only one of these
studies, in which a human bone marrow–derived cell line was
investigated in vitro (Mullins and Biesele, 1977). Previous observations with NE cells have been inconclusive as to whether
the midbody fully detaches or remains with one of the daughter
cells, and their interpretation by the respective investigators has
been contradictory (Allenspach and Roth, 1967; Bancroft and
Bellairs, 1975; Bellairs and Bancroft, 1975; Nagele and Lee,
1979). Moreover, although some investigators have assumed
that the midbody may be discarded after each cell division
(Golsteyn et al., 1994), more recent studies with HeLa cells have
supported the widely held view that the midbody is inherited by
one of the daughter cells (Mishima et al., 2002; Gromley et al.,
2005). The evidence presented in this paper, obtained by serial
sectioning EM of neuroepithelium (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4 C);
immunoblotting, immunofluorescence, and immuno-EM analyses
of isolated neural tube fluid (Figs. 2 and 5); and live imaging of
prominin-GFP and GFP-anillin release from NE cells (Fig. 1
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E10.5 (Fig. 7, B and C) and E12.5–13.5 (Fig. 7, D–F and H),
i.e., at the onset and during the early stages, respectively, of
neurogenesis in the telencephalon, an increasing proportion
(>50%) of cilia of NE cells contained prom1 on their surface.
The amount and distribution of prom1 was variable, with some
cilia being labeled over most of their surface (Fig. 7, B and F)
and others being labeled preferentially at their tips (Fig. 7, C–E).
In some cases, the clustering of prom1 at the tip of the cilium
was suggestive of a membrane budding process (Fig. 7, D and
E, arrowheads). In addition, we occasionally observed electrondense, strongly prom1-immunoreactive particles in the immediate vicinity of cilia that, remarkably, were rather short (Fig. 7,
G and H). An overview by scanning EM of the immunogoldlabeled ventricular surface of E10.5 forebrain neuroepithelium
corroborated the presence of prom1 on cilia (Fig. 7 I, arrowheads) and other apical membrane structures (arrows).

Figure 8. Depictions of the formation of prom1-bearing
extracellular membrane particles from apical midbodies of
NE cells. (A) Three stages (from left to right) of cleavage furrow ingression and apical midbody formation. The top row
shows a lateral view, and middle and bottom rows show
cross-sectional views at the levels indicated by the dashed
lines in the top row. Red indicates prom1, yellow indicates
midzone microtubules, green indicates contractile ring/anillin,
purple indicates adherens junctions, and blue indicates
chromosomes/nuclei. (B) Model showing possible pathways of formation of the P2 prom1 particles (thick arrows;
1, 4, and 8) and P4 particles (thin arrows; 2, 3, 5, 6, 7,
and 9) from the apical midbody (a and b) and the primary
cilium (c) of NE cells. Dashed lines indicate sites of membrane ﬁssion. P2 particles arising by pathway 1 (a) would
consist of the entire midbody, explaining the presence of tubulin and anillin in these particles (see Figs. 2 and 5),
whereas those arising by pathway 4 (b) and pathway 8 (c)
would consist only of parts of the midbody and the cilium,
respectively, explaining the existence of P2 particles lacking
tubulin and anillin (see Fig. 2 B and Fig. 5 F). Red indicates
prom1-containing membrane microdomain.

G1 (Hollyday, 2001), this observation implies that the midbody
is not necessarily released shortly after completion of mitosis
but can be released when the daughter cell has progressed well
into G1. Similarly, abscission may occur after the NE daughter
cells have entered G1, as we observed aged apical midbodies
(i.e., whose central region resembled P2 particles) that were
still connected to daughter cells whose nuclei were already in
an abventricular position (not depicted) and that had reformed a
primary cilium (Fig. 3 E and Fig. S4 B).
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and Videos 1–3), demonstrates that apical midbodies are released
from NE cells into the extracellular space.
Such a release implies two sets of membrane fusion
events, one on either side of the midbody ring (Fig. 8 B, a,
dashed lines). The first fusion constitutes abscission, which terminates cytokinesis (Gromley et al., 2005) and, hence, the connection between the NE daughter cells. The second fusion then
releases the central portion of the midbody containing the midbody ring as a P2 prom1 particle from one of the NE daughter
cells into the neural tube fluid. At present, very little is known
about the molecular machinery mediating midbody release, as
compared with the abscission step in HeLa cells (Low et al.,
2003; Gromley et al., 2005). (Prom1, used in the present study
as a marker to monitor the release of the midbody, does not
appear to be essential for this release. Comparison of wild-type
and prom1 knockout mice did not reveal an obvious difference
in the number of P2 particles in the neural tube, using either
immunofluorescence for the midbody protein CRIK [citron rho
interacting kinase] or conventional EM [unpublished data].)
However, time-lapse imaging of the release of prom1-GFP–
labeled and GFP-anillin–labeled particles from NE cells provided clues as to when during the cell cycle this release takes
place. We observed that the release of prom1- and anillinbearing P2 particles occurred from NE cells whose nuclei had
migrated from the lumenal surface toward the basal region of
the neuroepithelium (Fig. 1, Fig. S1, and Videos 1–3). As the
apical-to-basal migration of NE cell nuclei is known to occur in

The midbody as a source of extracellular
membrane particles

The fate of the apical midbody of NE cells apparently is more
complex than just to be released as a whole. We observed membrane buds of various sizes emerging from both cell-attached
midbodies and midbody remnants detached from the cells (Figs.
3 and 4). Prom1 was concentrated on these buds (Fig. 4). The
larger of the membrane vesicles arising from these buds may
well correspond to those P2 prom1 particles that lack tubulin
and anillin (Figs. 2 and 5) and thus do not appear to constitute
complete midbodies (Fig. 8 B, b). The smaller of these buds
may give rise to the P4 prom1 particles observed in the neural
tube fluid and thus may constitute a second source of the latter
particles in addition to microvilli (Marzesco et al., 2005; Fig.
8 B, a and b). The membrane vesicle budding from the
de tached midbodies probably corresponds to the previously
observed midbody “deterioration” (Mullins and Biesele, 1977).
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Importantly, given that plasma membrane protrusions showing
prom1 clustering are known to contain specific membrane
microdomains (Röper et al., 2000), our observations imply that
the apical midbody of NE cells is a specific donor structure for
extracellular membrane traffic, both while being cell attached
and after its detachment.
Prom1 on primary cilia—an additional
source of extracellular membrane vesicles?

The prom1 membrane microdomain as a
link between primary cilium and midbody

It is interesting to note that primary cilia, which exist through
interphase but not M phase (Hinds and Ruffett, 1971; Rieder
et al., 1979; Cohen et al., 1988; Pan et al., 2005), and midbodies,
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Prom1, midbodies, and symmetric versus
asymmetric division of NE cells

Our group previously showed that cleavages occurring approximately perpendicular to the ventricular surface of NE cells can
be either symmetric or asymmetric, depending on whether the
apical membrane is bisected or bypassed, respectively, by the
cleavage furrow (Kosodo et al., 2004). According to this concept, only cleavages bisecting the apical membrane will, at the
end of cytokinesis, form apical midbodies that contain prom1
on their surface (i.e., midbodies emerging apical to the adherens
junction belt and constituting a cytoplasmic bridge connecting
the apical surfaces of the two daughter cells [Fig. 8 A]). In
contrast, cleavages bypassing the apical membrane would be
expected to form midbodies at the apical-most end of the lateral
membrane (including junctional complexes) that lack the apical
membrane protein prom1. Our observations regarding apical
(Fig. 6, A–E, E′, K–O, and O′) versus subapical (Fig. 6, F–J, J′,
P–T, and T′) anillin clusters are consistent with this concept.
Importantly, these imply that the midbody-derived prom1 particles in the lumen of the neural tube predominantly originate
from NE cells undergoing symmetric, proliferative rather than
asymmetric, neurogenic divisions. The accumulation in the
neural tube fluid of the P2 prom1 particles before the onset of
neurogenesis and their decline thereafter (Marzesco et al., 2005)
is fully consistent with this notion.
There is an additional, major implication regarding the
release of the lumenal prom1 particles from apical midbodies of
NE cells. In HeLa cells, the midbody ring is inherited asymmetrically by one of the daughter cells and persists through interphase
(Mishima et al., 2002; Gromley et al., 2005). Our observations
imply that neural progenitor cells, in contrast to HeLa cells, prevent such asymmetry by releasing their apical midbody.
Signiﬁcance of the prom1-bearing
membrane and midbody release
from neural progenitors

Why do NE cells, the primary progenitor cells of the mammalian central nervous system, cluster prom1, a somatic stem cell
marker (Weigmann et al., 1997; Yin et al., 1997; Corbeil et al.,
2001; Lee et al., 2005; Fargeas et al., 2006) and defining
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The present study adds the primary cilium to the list of plasma
membrane protrusions in which prom1 is concentrated. Interestingly, although the protrusions previously reported to bear
prom1 (e.g., microvilli, lamellipodia, and filopodia; Weigmann
et al., 1997; Corbeil et al., 2001; Fargeas et al., 2006) are actin
based, the two types of structures found here to carry prom1,
the midbody and the primary cilium, are microtubule based.
Although the prom1-labeled apical midbodies account for the
prom1-bearing pleiomorphic protuberances described previously (Marzesco et al., 2005), the presence of prom1 on primary
cilia has not been noticed so far. In particular, two of our observations in this regard deserve comment. First, the finding that
most (if not all) of the primary cilia of mouse NE cells at E10.5–
13.5, i.e., at the onset of neurogenesis and thereafter, contained
prom1 (Fig. 7, B–I), whereas at an earlier stage (E8.5), prom1
was barely detectable on primary cilia (Fig. 7 A), raises the possibility that the presence of prom1 on cilia is linked to the state
of differentiation of these neural progenitor cells. The appearance of prom1 on cilia with the onset of neurogenesis is also
consistent with the time course of appearance of P4 particles in
the neural tube fluid (Marzesco et al., 2005).
Second, the distribution of prom1 on primary cilia suggests that small membrane vesicles bud from their tips. In a
preliminary report, Huang et al. (Huang, K., Diener, D.R.,
Karki, R., Pedersen, L.B., Geimer, S., and Rosenbaum, J.L. 2005.
American Society for Cell Biology Annual Meeting. Abstr.
1513), independently reached a similar conclusion for the cilia/
flagella of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, consistent with earlier
observations in this organism by others (McLean et al., 1974;
Bergman et al., 1975; Snell, 1976; Goodenough and Jurivich,
1978). If the small, P4 prom1 particles known to exist in the
neural tube fluid (Marzesco et al., 2005) indeed originate, at
least in part, from the primary cilia of NE cells (Fig. 8 B, c), this
would raise the possibility that these organelles not only exhibit
a signal-receiving function for their cells (Pazour and Witman,
2003; Hildebrandt and Otto, 2005; Pan et al., 2005; Hirokawa
et al., 2006; Scholey and Anderson, 2006), but perhaps also a
signal-sending function toward other cells. In addition, membrane budding from primary cilia may be part of the mechanism
controlling their length, which varies between NE cells at different stages of development and at specific phases of the cell
cycle (Fig. 7, A–H; Sorokin, 1968; Cohen et al., 1988).

whose existence is linked to M phase, share numerous components, including microtubule arrays and associated motor proteins, as well as specific protein kinases (Mullins and McIntosh,
1982; Gromley et al., 2003; Pan et al., 2004, 2005; Skop et al.,
2004). The presence of the somatic stem cell membrane marker
prom1 and the formation of prom1-bearing membrane buds on
both primary cilia and apical midbodies of NE cells provide
further support for a relationship between these two organelles.
Processes in which these organelles may cooperate include (1)
via their ability to release membrane particles, the reduction
in the apical surface of NE cells that occurs during development and with the switch to neurogenesis (Kosodo et al., 2004;
Marzesco et al., 2005) and (2) extrapolating from the role of
primary cilia in polycystic kidney disease (Hildebrandt and Otto,
2005; Quarmby and Parker, 2005) the regulation of NE cell
cycle progression.

Materials and methods
Prom1-GFP and GFP-anillin fusion constructs
An in-frame mouse prom1-GFP fusion construct was generated using standard cloning techniques (Roeper, K. 1997. Transport and sorting of prominin in Madin–Darby canine kidney cells. Diploma thesis. Free University
of Berlin, Berlin, Germany. 86 pp.). The ﬁnal fusion protein encoded fulllength prom1 lacking its stop codon, followed by two linker amino acids
(G and P) and GFP (containing the S65T exchange for enhancement of
ﬂuorescence). Expression of the prom1-GFP fusion protein in MDCK cells
under the control of a constitutive promoter (CMV) followed by immunoblot, immunoﬂuorescence, and cell surface biotinylation analyses revealed
correct membrane topology; normal intracellular transport, glycosylation,
and processing; and cell surface delivery selectively to the apical domain.
The prom1-GFP fusion construct was inserted into the pCAGGS expression vector.
A fusion construct of GFP with the N terminus of mouse anillin32-1121
(provided by Y. Kosodo, RIKEN, Kobe, Japan) was generated using standard cloning techniques. The GFP-anillin fusion construct was inserted into
the pCAGGS expression vector. mRFP (Campbell et al., 2002) was also
inserted into the pCAGGS expression vector to monitor the transfection of
the chick spinal cord.
In ovo electroporation and live imaging
Chicken eggs (obtained from Lohmann Tierzucht GmbH) were incubated
for 2 d in a humidiﬁed incubator at 38°C. At HH10–11, mouse prom1GFP, GFP-anillin, and mRFP cDNAs (1–2 μg/μl), all driven by the cag promoter (CMV enhancer coupled to β-actin promoter; Niwa et al., 1991),
were injected (<0.1 μl) into the lumen of the chick spinal cord and electroporated unidirectionally using a BTX electroporator by applying ﬁve pulses
of 25 V for 30 ms each (Muramatsu et al., 1997; Momose et al., 1999).
After electroporation, eggs were incubated for 20–24 h, and spinal
cord slice cultures were prepared and subjected to time-lapse ﬂuorescence
microscopy as described previously (Haubensak et al., 2004), with the following modiﬁcations. Transfected spinal cord regions were dissected and
sliced manually with a razor blade (400-μm-thick transverse slices).
Slices were embedded in collagen (Cellmatrix type I-A; Nitta Gelatin, Inc.),
which was diluted to 1–1.2 mg/ml in DME/F12 (Invitrogen), 26 mM
NaHCO3, 20 mM Hepes, and 5 mM NaOH; incubated for 20 min at
37°C to jellify; and covered with DME containing 100 U/ml penicillin/
streptomycin, 10% chicken serum, and 5% fetal calf serum in a POC chamber at 37°C for imaging. Slices were imaged using an inverted confocal
microscope (model IX81 [Olympus]; objective PlanApo 60× oil; NA 1.4)

and imaging system (FluoView 1000; Olympus). Acquisition of ﬂuorescent
and differential interference contrast (DIC) images was performed simultaneously at a depth of 40–80 μm in the slice. Approximately 10 optical
sections were collected in the z axis, with 1–1.2-μm steps. Imaging was
performed either for 0.5–1.5 h, with the slice being scanned every
35–120 s, or for almost 7 h, with the slice being scanned every 5 min.
Images were analyzed with Imaris software (Bitplane), level and gamma
value were adjusted, and images were assembled with Photoshop and
Image Ready (Adobe).
Immunohistological analyses
Mouse embryos of NMRI wild type, the Tis21GFP/+ knockin line (C57BL6
background; Haubensak et al., 2004), and the prom1 knockout line
(generated in the laboratory of P. Carmeliet, University of Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium), and electroporated chick embryos were ﬁxed in 4% paraformaldehyde and cryosectioned. For immunostaining, sections (14–18 μm)
were incubated with rat mAb 13A4 against mouse prom1 (1.2 μg/ml;
Weigmann et al., 1997), afﬁnity-puriﬁed rabbit anti-megalin antibody
(1 μg/ml; obtained from S. Argraves, Medical University of South Carolina,
Charleston, SC; Drake et al., 2004), afﬁnity-puriﬁed rabbit anti-anillin antibody (1:400; obtained from C. Field, Harvard Medical School, Boston,
MA; Oegema et al., 2000), mouse mAb against α-tubulin (1:400, SigmaAldrich), and mouse mAb recognizing pan-cadherin (1:200; SigmaAldrich), followed by Cy3- and Cy5-conjugated secondary antibodies
(1:1,000; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories). Nuclei were stained
with DAPI (125 ng/ml; Sigma-Aldrich). Images were acquired either on a
conventional ﬂuorescent microscope (model BX61 [Olympus]; camera and
acquisition device obtained from Diagnostic Instruments, Inc., and ViSytron
Systems with IPLab software) or with an inverted microscope (Axiovert
200; Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.) and laser-scanning confocal imaging
system (LSM 510 [Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.]; PlanApo 63× oil; DIC
objective, NA 1.4) used in conjunction with LSM 510 AIM acquisition software (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.) using 1-μm z steps (pinhole at 1 area
unit for prom1, cadherin, and anillin), and processed with Photoshop.
For anillin versus prom1 localization by double immunoﬂuorescence, only mitotic NE cells at the ventricular surface were analyzed, in
which anillin was clustered at the apical surface, i.e., cells in late telophase. We ﬁrst analyzed whether such apically clustered anillin was colocalized with (symmetric division) or distinct from (asymmetric division)
prom1. This analysis was performed without knowledge by the investigator
of Tis21-GFP expression, which was determined subsequently.
For anillin versus cadherin localization by double immunoﬂuorescence, only mitotic NE cells at the ventricular surface were analyzed, in
which anillin was either clustered at the apical surface, i.e., cells in late
telophase, or at least associated with the contractile ring of cells in anaphase or telophase. Following previously described methods (Kosodo
et al., 2004), the orientation of the cleavage plane was ﬁrst deduced from
the orientation of the sister chromatids and then corroborated by the orientation of the contractile ring as revealed by anillin immunostaining (in the
case of incomplete [0–80%] ingression of the cleavage furrow) or the orientation of the cleavage furrow as revealed by cadherin immunostaining
(in the case of complete [90–100%] ingression of the cleavage furrow).
We then determined whether cleavage would be predicted to bisect (symmetric division) or bypass (asymmetric division) the apical membrane,
revealed by cadherin immunostaining as cadherin “hole” (Kosodo et al.,
2004). In the case of complete ingression of the cleavage furrow, the
localization of the midbody (revealed by anillin immunostaining) relative
to the cadherin hole served as additional, decisive criterion. Symmetric
versus asymmetric division was determined without knowledge by the
investigator of Tis21-GFP expression, which was scored last as either weak
or strong. Only mitotic NE cells in which symmetric versus asymmetric division could be determined unambiguously and that received the same scoring independently by two investigators were considered, and only cells
showing 90–100% complete ingression of the cleavage furrow were eventually included in the quantiﬁcation. 3D reconstruction of anillin versus
prom1 or cadherin immunoﬂuorescence and DAPI staining was performed
from six to eight optical sections after applying a Gaussian ﬁlter, using
Imaris 4.1.1 software, speciﬁcally the Iso Surface function with appropriate threshold settings.
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constituent of a specific cholesterol-based membrane microdomain (Röper et al., 2000), at the midbody and release these
membrane domains from, or together with, the midbody into
the extracellular space? We previously discussed two possible
roles of the release of prom1 particles from NE cells (which are
not mutually exclusive): (1) disposal of a stem cell membrane
microdomain and (2) intercellular signaling (Marzesco et al.,
2005). In this regard, the present findings that the midbody
of these neural progenitors is discharged into the neural tube
lumen and is the source of the extracellular prom1 particles are
particularly intriguing. In terms of disposal, the removal of the
prom1-bearing membrane from the cell concomitant with the
midbody would link the former precisely to the terminal step of
the cell cycle, thereby ensuring the persistence of this membrane throughout, but not beyond, a given cell cycle. In terms of
signaling, the release, by a given NE cell, of its apical midbody
into the extracellular space could provide quantal information
to the surrounding tissue about the history of division of that NE
cell, i.e., that it underwent a symmetric, proliferative division.
This may be important for controlling tissue growth. It will
therefore be interesting to compare the fate of the midbody,
including its specific membrane domains, between physiologically dividing and cancer cells.

Immunoblotting
Neural tube ﬂuid of wild-type E11.5 NMRI mouse embryo was collected
and fractionated by differential centrifugation, and fractions were analyzed by immunoblotting using mouse mAb against α-tubulin (1:4,000;
Sigma-Aldrich) as described previously (Marzesco et al., 2005).
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Conventional transmission EM
Mouse embryos were ﬁxed for 1–2 h in 4% paraformaldehyde and overnight in 2% glutaraldehyde, both in phosphate buffer. Deﬁned regions of
the embryonic brain were cut and processed for EM. The tissue was postﬁxed with 1% osmium tetroxide and dehydrated through a graded series
of ethanol at room temperature (15–30 min for each step) before inﬁltration with EmBed resin (Science Services) and polymerization at 60°C for
2 d. Ultrathin sections (70 nm) were cut on a UCT microtome (Leica Microsystems) and viewed in an electron microscope (Morgagni; FEI Company).
Micrographs were taken with a charge-coupled device camera (MegaviewII; Soft Imaging System) and AnalySis software (Soft Imaging System)
or with plate negatives (SO163; Kodak), which were scanned on a ﬂatbed
scanner (PowerLook 1100; UMAX) with transmitted light and processed
with Photoshop.
Postembedding immunogold transmission EM
Samples of mouse embryonic brain were processed for Tokuyashu cryosectioning and subsequent single or double immunogold labeling as previously described (Marzesco et al., 2005). The following antibodies were
used: 25–50 μg/ml mAb 13A4 followed by rabbit antiserum to rat IgG
(Cappel) and protein A/5 nm gold (Utrecht University); rabbit antibodies
against anillin and megalin (see Immunohistochemistry) followed in either
case by protein A/10 nm gold; and mouse IgG1 against α-tubulin (1:600;
Sigma-Aldrich) or mouse IgG2b against acetylated tubulin (1:100; clone
6-11B-1; Sigma-Aldrich) followed by a secondary goat antibody antimouse IgG/M coupled to 12 nm gold (Dianova).

Preembedding immunogold transmission EM
E8.5–12.5 mice were ﬁxed for at least 24 h in 4% paraformaldehyde in
phosphate buffer and stored in ﬁxative until use. E8.5 embryos were manually cut into small pieces, whereas older embryos were embedded in 3%
low-melting agarose and 200-μm-thick vibratome sections (VT1000S; Leica
Microsystems) were prepared. In the case of the vibratome sections, the surrounding agarose was removed before postﬁxation in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer. Tissue pieces and vibratome sections were blocked
with 0.5% BSA and 0.2% gelatine in PBS before incubation with 1 μg/ml
rat mAb 13A4 for 2 h at room temperature. After washing in blocking buffer, samples were postﬁxed in 4% paraformaldehyde, blocked, and incubated with rabbit antiserum against rat IgG (1:1,000) followed by protein
A/10 nm gold. Samples were washed with PBS and postﬁxed with 1% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer for 15 min at room temperature. Samples
were then processed for plastic embedding as described above (see Conventional transmission EM). Contrast settings of scanned micrographs as
whole (see Conventional transmission EM) were increased with Photoshop.
Immunogold-labeling scanning EM
Prom1 immunogold labeling for scanning EM was performed with E10.5
embryos as described (see Preembedding immunogold transmission EM),
except that the brain ventricles were opened manually by a sagittal cut,
and a goat anti-rabbit antibody coupled to 18 nm gold (Dianova) was
used instead of protein A. Glutaraldehyde-postﬁxed samples were processed for detection of the backscattered electrons by scanning EM as
described previously (Steegmaier et al., 1997).
Online supplemental material
The formation of GFP-anillin–containing particles at the apical surface
of NE cells at the end of cytokinesis is shown in Fig. S1 and Video 3.
A midbody and electron-dense particles containing prom1 in the lumen of
the chick spinal cord are displayed in Fig. S2. Fig. S3 and the corresponding text describe that the megalin-containing apical membrane subdomain
does not overlap with the prom1-containing membrane subdomain. Fig. S4
provides the complete series of micrographs from which Fig. 3 (A and
E–H) was selected. Videos 1 and 2 show the release of prom1-GFP–
bearing particles from the apical surface of NE cells. Videos 4–7 provide
an animation of the 3D reconstructions shown in Fig. 6 (E’, J’, O’, and T’).
Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/
content/full/jcb.200608137/DC1.
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